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Bolivia's Royal Range

Paul Drummond
Photographs 60-62

The flight from Lima to La Paz led south down the spine of the Andes and the
occasional cluster ofsnow capped peaks was enough to set me peering intently out
of the plane window. Even so, the size of Lake Titicaca and then the gleaming
peaks of the Cordillera Real which lie alongside La Paz airport exceeded my vague
memories of this range and had me grabbing for my camera as I stumbled down
the aeroplane's steps.

The range was to be our focus for the next six weeks. I was due to meet Doug
Allan and Dave Rootes who were returning from the Antarctic. The relatively
easy access to the Cordillera Real, the high altitude of La Paz, the friendliness of
Bolivians and the rarity of visits by climbers all tombined to draw us to this pearl
among mountain ranges.

Having met up with Doug and Dave we set off for an acclimatizing three days'
walk along the Taquesi Trail. This proved every bit as dramatic and much less
touristy than its Peruvian counterpart, the Inca Trail, and accustomed us to
moving around at 4700m. The hotel we settled for in La Paz was cheap and happy
enough for us to deposit our gear there. After a day or two sorting out, we lorried
ourselves out of the city early one morning in search of snow.

Khala Huyo (5200m) can be climbed in a day from La Paz, and around llam
we were stepping on to snow, the soft, calf-deep sort which we were to get to know
so well. Further up we tiptoed around one or two barer icy patches before
reaching the skyline ridge. Having gone too fast too soon, I needed to be dragged
along the ridge to the summit - where I demonstrated my elation by falling
asleep! We descended by a somewhat easier line than we'd come up and
bivouacked at a small tarn around 5.30pm. Reconstituted dried soup, cream
crackers and chocolate were the fare and with satisfied mutterings about having
got up our first summit we fell asleep.

We were back into the bubbling centre of La Paz by the following lunchtime.
Thereafter followed what became the almost routine itinerary of plodding back to
the hotel, en route picking up postcards, bananas, mandarins and, if possible,
bread. Dragging books, diaries, sandwiches and karrimats on to the verandah, we
would laze in the sun surrounded by airing sleeping bags, socks and boots. Our
evening homage would then be paid to Verona's, the semi-gringo cafe where we
could order soup, pizza, main course, two desserts and endless capuccino coffees
without bringing more than faint bemusement from the waitresses.

By Sam the next morning our hired jeep was roaring out of La Paz across the
altiplano. There had been a dusting of snow overnight, and as we cut offthe main
road and bounced along farm tracks campesinos were releasing llamas from
corrals for the day's grazing. We stopped briefly to take photographs of
Condoriri, our next intended climb - a superb angular, straight sided peak, like
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a thin segment of cheese pointing into the sky. It is guarded by two rock bands
which, through binoculars, did not reveal any obvious line.

We were using Pecker and Schmiemann's sketchy, but valuable guide book
particularly useful for giving an idea of times and distances - and this led us to a
magnificent bivouac site. With what was a typical weather pattern, the late
afternoon clouds cleared and as the blue sky behind us deepened, the twin peaks
of Condoriri (S680m) turned to a rich pink.

The first night's bivouac is always luxurious, with boiled eggs, bananas and
avocados to supplement the usual dehydrated fare. The evening's reconnaissance
enabled us next morning to thread our way through the crevasses by headtorch
without too much concentration. Soon we were weaving in amongst a series of big
holes deep in powder snow to emerge on to the SE glacial plateau and into the sun
at 8.30am. Chocolate, then step-kicking up a gully led on to the skyline. Dave and
Doug led off along the ridge while I sat astride it fiddling with 3Smm and 7Smm
lenses, trying to compose a shot which justified my rapidly increasing butterflies.
At last, lobbing the cameras over my neck, I moved up after them and
concentration dispelled my worries.

From the summit of Condoriri we gazed down on a chaotic forest of spires and
peaks and wondered how many had been climbed. Access, usually by old mining
roads, has a large say in how frequently summits are visited. Once off the ridge,
we tore down picking up our dep6ted bivvy gear on the way and pausing only
briefly to view the valley for one last time. It was a stunning, secluded spot. From
the deep chaos of its snout, the glacier led smoothly towards the icefalls at the
head of the valley. How many people experience that range of intense feelings:
that first apprehensive view through the binoculars; the frustrations of the walk
in; the bivouacs; the exciting anticipation; the tingling, totally absorbing,
concentration of climbing; and that last self-satisfied, over-the-shoulder glance to
the fluted walls and snow ridges which still gave no hint of ever having felt the
stamp of a human foot.

Still racing down over the scree in fast dissolving daylight, we reached the
earlier food depot, quickly ate and were soon asleep. There followed one of those
blissful mornings when you are not climbing, when you don't emerge from your
pit until the sun is on you, when you gradually peel off layers of clothes until you
are lying in shorts, diary writing, tea drinking - one of those mornings. At
midday we moved down, across a couple of moraines and up another glacier to a
col to a bivouac conveniently close to Pequeiio Alpamayo.

Pequeiio Alpamayo has a classic profile and although it is a smaller peak than
Condoriri we were looking forward to seeing how we would fare. The bivouac
proved blustery, but it treated us to a dramatic explosion of pink and yellow
clouds rising from the damp jungle interior of Bolivia - the Yungas - beyond
our resting place on the narrow spine of hills of the Cordillera Real.

We skipped an early brew and, to our glee, found firm snow on the sinuous ridge
which twists up to Pequeiio Alpamayo's summit. We stormed up this luxurious
terrain without faltering and were surveying the panorama just an hour and a half
after leaving the bivouac. There was a sharp wind though, and after Doug went
off down to get the zoom shots from afar, Dave and I followed eagerly, responding
like sheepdogs to his whistles - halting at one blast for a photo to be taken, off
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again at the next, and in this staccato fashion soon rejoined him. We raced down
the glacier to the lower lake where we promptly fell asleep.

Bernado disproved the accepted rule that South Americans have no concept of
time by whining along the track in his jeep exactly on time to meet us down in the
valley. On our way back to La Paz he pointed out the attractive SW ridge of
Huayna Potosi (6080m). This suitably impressed us and made the rest of the
journey back that perfect combination of satisfaction and anticipation.

Buying food next day, even we became concerned at the economic and political
unrest, especially the tanker drivers' strike. Reagan's hauling in the reins on US
overseas aid was hitting Bolivia particularly hard and without the storage facilities
of Western countries, their economy had little buffering from the problems it
caused. We waited tensely the following morning for Bernado's phone call- no,
he could not find petrol anywhere, but would keep looking and phone back. Half
an hour later - yes, he had got some - yippee.

Huayna Potosi has good access and is the standard climb from La Paz. Our
bivouac was breezy so Doug went in search of a suitable crevasse - he has a
formidable track record in this department - although in the past he rarely had
bivvy sites in mind when he found them. True to form he produced a hole of
almost cathedral dimensions with a smooth snow ramp down to a flat, sheltered,
icicle shrouded bottom. There we spent a quiet and cool night. Below us, as we
picked our way upwards amongst big holes, we could see the twinkling lights, the
suburb of El Alto a suburb of La Paz, soon to be dowsed by the sun as we reached
the col which marked the beginning of the SW ridge. It was sugary underfoot;
throughout our six weeks in the Real we never really knew the snow well enough
to predict if it would be firm, sugary or crusty. The ridge was spectacular - a
series of looping curves leading up to the S summit and onwards to the main peak.
It was a long haul. The route was exposed and exciting and it took almost seven
hours of non-stop moving, so it was with satisfaction and relief that we came
across the footsteps of the ordinary route at the summit and followed them back
down.

Our next aim was the Illampu/Ancohuma area at the northern end of the Real.
A long lorry journey landed us in Sorata's main plaza in the quiet of mid
afternoon. This village was rural Bolivia - very limited food, one water
standpipe for the entire village and a hotel which probably had not changed since
the Butch Cassidy era with a decaying balustrade around its inner courtyard. We
lay on our beds that evening, the food and primus debris on the little table, diary
writing, dozing and reading. Our idea of walking towards Ancohuma (6420m)
until we reached it had received a dubious look from a local, 'no es posible'. But
we were reassured when he said that he would take us the proper way in his
vehicle for the right price - that must have been his motive for such a put down
of our plan, we told ourselves.

Sorata, at nOOm, is frustratingly low and we started our walk up from amongst
the maize crops and eucalyptus trees, emerging around midday on to the upper
sheep grazing meadows. Eventually we bivouacked amongst the scree and remains
of old gold prospectors' huts. Next morning we moved further up and were soon
gazing across a magnificent broken glacier which looked very much as if a maniac
with a meat cleaver had tried to dice it up. We made a comfortable bivouac site,
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although the primus shelter was in keeping with the rocks all around 
treacherously unstable.

Our route from the NW up Ancohuma was a glacier walk, followed by a quick
haul up a couloir - patently one of the best avalanche funnels I had seen in a
while - and out on to another glacier shelf. From here, a series of curving steps
led up to the summit dome. The sky was the sort that a polarising filter turns
black, and despite our regular administrations of Uvistat, we frazzled that day.
Unable to stop smiling, I gazed around at the gleaming panorama. Away to the SE
were Chearoco and Chachacamani, the two less accessible and trickier 6000m
peaks in the Real, and beyond them Condoriri, Huayna Potosi and the enormous
Illimani were all clearly visible - a complete mountain range stretching away
before us. Sajama, an enormous volcano with, apparently, a climate all of its own
sat away to the SW and up to the NW on the Peruvian border the less commonly
visited Apolobamba range could be seen.

Later, back at the bivvy, we brewed up and, hoarding our chocolate like
dormice, we disappeared into our bags to write our diaries or to read.

A leisurely midday change of bivouac site set us up for a go at Illampu's SW face
the day after. It was an eyrie just north of point 5770m. We were all getting tired
and really for the first time on the trip we all had deep doubts about whether we
would succeed the following day - all of us just wanted to get an attempt out of
the way, to get down, and to wallow in warmth, food and beds.

We woke to strong gusts of wind and soft snow. At first light, we crossed the
glacier and picked our way up through awkward ice-falls. It felt and was, I think,
exposed climbing over hard ice covered in several inches of powdery, un
supporting snow. Our route finding was blind; up one curve, round the next ice
bulge and so on - at the end of each one wondering whether to go left or right
next. Resting at 9.30am in a crevasse, we had some chocolate and tried to warm
up - S faces are not appealing in the Southern Hemisphere. At last we came up
against the big bergschrund protecting the easier upper slopes. After a wander
about, Doug found a way around the end of it and we were into the mindless plod
routine - my forte.

Around 1.30pm we reached the summit ridge - lOOm perhaps of corniced,
sugary snow - stunning. Doug and Dave cautiously picked their way along. I
took the photos, and followed them along to the top. This really was a
handshaking job; we were extremely pleased. It was far and away the most
spectacular peak any of us had climbed. Classic Andean fluted faces curved
smoothly away below. Opposite us stood Pico del Norte and over to the west was
Pico Schulze. Overhead was a deep blue sky, and bands of puffy cumulus
stretched away below us, across the Yungas to Brazil.

We sat and took photos, although not enough, and then descended. In amongst
the ice-falls, Doug slipped and, leaving his axe like a dart in a board, slid,
bounced and fingered himself to a halt. We kept going, Doug a little shaken but
nothing broken. We picked up gear and raced down into the setting sun but the
sun won and we dossed down - too tired to sleep properly'. We were up early and
spent the next day descending. With exploding knees we crashed back into Sorata
where we demolished ice-creams and egg sandwiches. As we gave excited
descriptions to Gwennie, an English girl we happened to meet there, so our minds
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also came down from Illampu. She asked us how we'd got on, what it was like,
and we gushed with immediate intensity and enthusiasm of images and feelings
which dissipate so quickly as you start feeding, sleeping and resting your way
back to normality.

The Real offers good enough climbing to satisfy most, although it is not easy to
crack off new peaks - more because it is hard to find out about them and hard to
get to them, rather than any real shortage of peaks. The weather was certainly
very kind to us, the scenery is stunning and the scale of travelling is small enough
to allow short sallies from La Paz. Bolivia is a beautiful shambles ofa country and
it is changing fast. If you want to walk into climbs past small kids in traditional
clothing tending llama herds, then you will have to visit it soon, and ifyou want to
climb Alpine Style in a fairly unfrequented range on the cheap, then once you
have cracked the airfare to South America, Bolivia is hard to surpass for economy,
convenience and, most of all, character.
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